Dear Parents,
It has been a pleasure teaching Spanish your kids this year. It is important that students
review the content learned during the academic year during the summer. I would recommend
reviewing the contents posted on Google Classroom twice a month. In addition, students can
use a language program called Languagenut . Mrs. Sanchez discovered it , and subscribed to
this wonderful resource. Students have worked on this program during the school year.
Students have the login information in their yellow or green folder, or both.
The link to program:
www.languagenut.com
In order to login your child needs to enter the username and password . This information is
case sensitive, so it is important to enter it exactly as provided.
Click on Elementary Program
Please select Latin American Spanish.
You will see on the left bottom of the screen "Topics". Click on the desired topic.
Kids are encouraged to work on many topics as they wish.
Notes: The program has different degrees of difficulty. Students should complete what they feel
comfortable doing. The "Learn " part is extremely important and it is the first section to be
completed. Students should click on the icon to hear the pronunciation and repeat it aloud 3X.
There is a section with Practice/Games and another one with Tests. One of them has a test
for the speaking part. This sometimes does not work. Students are still encouraged to say
the words aloud. They should disregard the score on the speaking test. They can do all the
tests provided that they feel comfortable doing so. The ideal is to practice everyday for at
least 10 minutes. THIS IS SUGGESTED AND NOT MANDATORY.
The Languagenut app on the IPad does not work sometimes. It is better to use the link.
In addition, it is a good idea to listen to Spanish music, watch soccer or tennis matches, or
other sports in Spanish, and to watch Spanish TV channels. I recommend watching cooking
shows in Spanish. Every opportunity should be used to practice the language.
Should you have any issues with Languagenut during the summer, you should contact Mrs.
Sanchez. Have a wonderful summer!
Sincerely,
Sra.

